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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 05/14/2023

Description 2024 Cruiser Embrace EL25DB, Cruiser Embrace travel trailer EL25DB highlights:
Queen Bed U-Dinette Large Slide Out Full Bath Double Bunks Get the whole crew
together for trips in this single slide out travel trailer! The little ones will love the
double-size bunks, and you'll have your own private bedroom up front. If you have
any other guests, they can sleep on the U-shaped dinette when it's not being used
for meal times or game night. The chef can cook indoors on the three burner
cooktop, or outdoors at the outside kitchen. There is also a 20' power awning with
LED lights here to keep them in the shade. Storage space in this model is found in
the overhead compartments, the dual bedroom wardrobes, and the exterior full
belly storage system! Each Embrace travel trailer by Cruiser is constructed with
laminated rear wall and slide out ends, a 6' 11" aluminum roof, and 5/8" tongue
and groove plywood flooring for durability. The industry leading E-Z lube axles will
provide smooth towing from home to campground, and the heated and enclosed
underbelly will allow you to camp well into the colder months. Inside, you'll love
with the solid surface countertops, the charging station with 12V and USB ports
to keep you connected. The Embrace also features the patent pending full belly
storage system so you can bring along extra coolers, hiking gear, and tackle
boxes with ease! Call, Click, Text or Visit Us Today at Little Dealer Little Prices RV
a Campers Inn RV Company and Find Your Away! Stock 360 Tour & Stock Images
may be shown. Colors & Specs may vary.
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 91705
VIN Number: 5RXNB3023R1530986
Condition: New
Length: 29
GVW: 7680
Sleeps: 8
Slideouts: 1

Item address , Prescott Valley, Arizona, United States
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